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It is the cold precision blended with wealth of experience and expertise that makes us what we are,
makes us different from the rest. It also makes us one of the leading manufacturers of Cold Roll
Formed Metal Sections in central India with a good 3 decades experience in designing
and producing innovative sections. We at Dewas Metal Sections Ltd. are exploring newer
horizons of cold rolled formed metal sections for diverse industrial needs.

Dewas Metal Sections Ltd. has built a formidable reputation in forming sections that cater to
as diverse industrial requirements as pollution control and automobiles, in India and abroad.
Our sections have the hallmark of precise workmanship reflecting better quality and expertise
in this field.

Dewas Metal Sections Ltd. is known for its custom designed products as per the requirements
of clients. Consultancy by the experts in the field is our specialty, to help you get a product

that best suits your requirements. The company is distinguished by its advanced infrastructure
and dedicated research and development facilities to give you sections that are vital to

the products and complement their high standards.

The quality and excellence of the company have been endorsed by ISO 9001:2000 certification from
British Standards Institution (BSI)U.K.

R BIT RBOUT US
Dewas Metal Sections Ltd. was formed in August 1979 as a Private Limited Company by Mr. L.K. Shah, a visionary technocrat
from the premier technological institute of the country- BITS, Pilani (69th Batch). The professional competence and global outlook
of the founder was the driving force behind this company that has taken rapid strides in manufacturing of cold
rolled formed products.

The company initially began as a Shutter Lath Sections production unit but soon the expertise of the professionally qualified staff
of the company was extended to encompass specialized sectors like automobile, air pollution control, textile machinery,
electrical and general engineering products and construction. Today, the company produces a wide range of sections for numerous
applications servicing mainly to OEMs.

The logical extension of the expertise in forming cold rolled sections from mild steel was further working and advanced fabrication
of parts for various segments. The company has been catering to these segments since 1986. A special wing was set up in 2002

to design and produce special welded hollow sections, to produce top quality products for elevators, furniture,
automobiles and various other industries. The company, has access to in-house development

facility of tooling. This gives us the capability to design solutions to your needs
in accordance with your specific requirements.
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The company was formed with a vision to complement the technological
advancements of the industrial sector, by way of production of precision,
well designed specialty products with a view to strengthen the industry in
the country and to make a mark in the international market by the dint of
producing superior quality products.

mission
The company has stood the test of time in commitment to quality products'
and has lived up to the challenges of designing innovative solutions to
the requirements of cross-section of industries. The company is driven by the mission-

That the company shall steadfastedly adhere to the highest quality standards
prevalent in the industry and indeed, make a conscious effort to raise them higher.

That the company shall be committed to providing complete range of efficient
and cost effective solutions pertaining to cold rolled formed products.

The company shall follow a path that leads to betterment of the professional
and personal lives of its employees and their families. It shall impart them
continuous training to upgrade their skills and competence.

IS/URLITY POLl[Y
Ensuring that only the highest quality products reaches you, we have
got advanced and most stringent quality control mechanism in place,
on the production line and in post production inspection phase.
Extensive quality checks are carried out on the finished products to
ascertain its critical parameters.

Our highly qualified quality team inspects the products during
and after the manufacturing process to give you a product that's true
to your expectations and standards.

Our quality policy includes:

To create satisfied customers by timely supply of quality products
at competitive rates.

To give enhanced return on investment made by share holders of
the company.

Continuous improvement in product quality and productivity
through continuous training.
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THE PRODUCT RRnGE
All our products aremanufactured from HR and CR strips, which are available in
coil/sheet form, of reputed brands, conforming to their relevant IS, JIS or DIN standards.

Over 450 sections are being manufactured at Dewas Metal Sections Ltd. Most of
the products are custom designed to suit the specific industrial requirements of
the clients.

[[viI Engineering

"Z" and "C" Purlins are our specialty
and fast moving sections that are much in
demand in the civil engineering sector
due to its better load bearing capacity in
building of roofs for industrial sheds.
The Purlins save up to 40% of steel when
compared to the conventional ISMC
and tubular purlins. The design of
the purlins have been modified to further
increase the load bearing capacity.

Rir Pollution Control

Collecting Electrodes in varying cross sections
are manufactured from steel strips which are cold roll

" formed to make highly customized profiles.
For electrostatic precipitator, alongwith Collecting

Electrodes spiked Discharge Electrode is also
manufactured as per customer specification. DMSL is

the leading manufacturer of these products with special
facility of hang test.
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Serttnns For TeHtile machinery

Triangular Creel, Open Box and Open Circular Sections,
used in the ring frame machines are manufactured for

blue chip textile machinery manufacturers.

Elevator Sertloris
Elevator sections used as counter weight rail, both in
hollow and open form, are manufactured with a wide
range of angles and channels to suit varied requirements of
elevator manufacturers. They result not only in cost saving
but also making the system modular. Welded hollow "T" sections
have been much in demand and it is our r-pecialty.

strut Channels
DMS manufactures all 3 types of Strut Channels useful in

industrial safety, required for fixing of pipings, gates
and electrical lines. Modular Systems are also made of these

channels and it is more convenient as it is flexible in usage
and does not require drilling/welding. Its usage includes

cable tray, partitioning and structures including
space frames.

Etertrtcal Serttons
Lipped Channels, DIN Channels and "C" profiles

are the popular sections manufactured for
electrical equipment which conform to DIN

standards. The sections find extensive usage
in electrical control panels.

- ~~----~~------------------------------------------------~
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Hurcrnoblle Sections
We are the reputed suppliers to manufacturers
of light commercial vehicles and design, produce
and supply sections from chassis channels to body panels.
Hat sections, open box, tubular, vent rail sections
and channel sections are manufactured for various automobile manufacturers.

Sections For Heavq/Llqht Stnraqe Sqsterns
As a part of manufacture of value added products,
sections of heavy duty storage system,
capable of bearing heavy load of material per shelf are
provided to customers. The length of section could be
as per customer requirement. 'vVecan even develop
the profile as per customer requirements.
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smc Division
As part of value addition services in sections, DMS has commenced manufacture of
various components of sheet metal. A wide range of sheet metal components are
used for manufacture of automobile, machine parts, furniture, storage system

and other diverse avenues.

CNC Press Brake (Amada. Japan)
Model : RG 80
Capacity 80 tons
Bending Length 2505 mm
Stroke Length 100 mm
No. of Cylinders 3

Depth
Max. Strokes
Max. Thickness
Max. Bending Length

: 400mm
100mm
3.0mm
250mm

Model
Stations
Capacity

: Pega 344 Queen
: 44 with 2 auto index
: 30 tons

Size : 1000 x 250 mm
Max. Thickness : 6 mm
Max. Hole dia Punching: 110 mm

CNC Turret Punching Press (Amada Japan)

t
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Ahmedabad: Maruthi Agencies, Mr. G. D. Buthra, Ph.: (D) 79-40025837, Mbl.: 9377584838, E-mail: srtm@vsnl.com

Bangalore: Nanco Agencies, Mr. K. K. Nair, Ph.: (0) 80-23382356 & 23202642 (R) 80-23300265, Mbl.: 98454-10330,'Fax: 80-23382356
E-mail: nancokkn@gmail.com

Chennai : Excelsior Mk1g. Corpn., Mr. S. Sampath, Ph.: (0) 44-26162158, 42170792, 42026648, 42026659
(R) 44-26182647, 26182653, 42026649,45536286, Mbl.: 98400-62866, 93852-62866, Fax: 44-26162346,
E-mail: excelsior2001@vsnl.net.excelmk1g@bsnl.in.sudharsansampath@yahoo.co.in

Kolkala: Avail Agencies, Mr. K. K. Daga, Ph.: (0) 33-24075211, 40071008, (R) 33-24787819, 40071007, Mbl.: 98302-61515, 93396-53433
Fax: 33-40071349, E-mail: dagakk@hotmail.com

Mumbai: Drives & Drives, Mr. D. K. Shenoy, Ph.: (0) 22-21633694, (R) 22-27693192, Mbl.: 98200-35706, 93226-41435, Fax: 22-21632758
E-mail: ddrives@rediffmail.com.ddrives@vsnl.com

Nasik: Mr. B. M. Pawar, Ph.: (0) 253-2320984, Mbl.: 98902-15714, E-mail: bmpawar1@indiatimes.com.

Pune : Rohan Enterprises, Mr. Deepak Chandvadkar, Mr. Sudhakar Kashid, Ph.: (0) 20-26050240, (R) 20-26121319
Mbl.: 98228-45425, 98229-75906 & 93710-11993, Fax: 20-26137568, E-mail: rohanent@satyam.net.in, rohan1004@sify.com

• D;;~~Metal Sections Ltd.
Dewas Factory: Village Amona, A. B. Road, Dewas-455 001 (M. P.) India
Phone: +91-7272- 258526-27, 258640-42, 258850 Fax: +91-7272-258872
E-mail: mail@dmsl.co.in website: www.dmsl.co.in

Pune Factory: Gat No. 670/2 A, Koregaon Bhima, Taluka Shirur, Pune-412208 (Maharashtra) India
Phone: +91-2137-321698 Telefax: +91-2137-252252
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